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Abstra t
Many proposed self-stabilizing algorithms require an exponential
number of moves before stabilizing on a global solution, in luding
some rooting algorithms for tree networks [1, 2, 3℄. These results are
vastly improved upon in [6℄ with tree rooting algorithms that require
only O(n3 + n2  h ) moves, where n is the number of nodes in the
network and h is the highest initial value of a variable. In the urrent
paper, we des ribe a new set of tree rooting algorithms that brings
the omplexity down to O(n2 ) moves. This not only redu es the rst
term by an order of magnitude, but also redu es the se ond term by
an unbounded fa tor. We further show a generi mapping that an be
used to instantiate an eÆ ient self-stabilizing tree algorithm from any
traditional sequential tree algorithm that makes a single bottom-up
pass through a rooted tree. The new generi mapping improves on
the omplexity of the te hnique presented in [8℄.
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Introdu tion

A distributed system an be modeled as an undire ted graph
where
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edges, inter onne ting the systems together. In the self-stabilizing algorithmi paradigm, ea h node an only see its neighbors and itself, yet the system
of simultaneously running algorithms must onverge to a global state satisfying some desired property. In the next se tion we des ribe more ompletely
the self-stabilizing algorithmi paradigm.
Numerous results in the literature address the issue of self-stabilizing
algorithms for rooting a tree. In [1℄, [2℄ and [3℄ the authors des ribe tree algorithms for leader ele tion, enter- nding and median- nding, respe tively.
All three algorithms appear to require an exponential number of moves in the
worst ase. These results are vastly improved upon by the enter- nding and
median- nding algorithms in [6℄, both of whi h require only O(n3 + n2  h )
moves, where h is the highest initial value of the variables used in the omputation. We improve further on these results by des ribing a generi selfstabilizing tree rooting algorithm that requires only O(n2 ) moves. This new
generi algorithm an be used to solve, among others, the problems of ele ting a leader in a tree, nding the enter of a tree and nding the median of
a tree. Se tion 3 de nes these and other graph properties, gives the generi
tree rooting algorithm and shows how to hoose a leader based on various
riteria.
There are numerous graph problems that an be solved on a tree on e the
tree is rooted. Many self-stabilizing algorithms in the literature rely on this,
augmenting an arbitrary tree rooting algorithm to solve one or another prob-
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lem. See, for example, [4, 10, 12, 13℄. In a seminal work, the authors of [8℄1
present a uni ed approa h to translating linear-time bottom-up sequential
dynami programming tree algorithms into self-stabilizing tree algorithms.
Their te hnique an easily be applied to improve the results of [4, 12, 13℄.
The analysis in [8℄ uses round omplexity, showing that the resulting tree
algorithms require 2r + 3 rounds, for a tree of radius r. It is easy to see that
a single round ould require as mu h as O(n2 + n  h) moves, where h is again
the highest initial value. Thus, they have des ribed a set of self-stabilizing
tree algorithms that run in

(

3
O n

+ n2  h ) moves. In Se tion 4 we present

an improved generi mapping from sequential bottom-up one-pass tree algorithms to self-stabilizing tree algorithms that require only

( 2 ) moves.

O n

In luded in that se tion is an example of instantiating a self-stabilizing algorithm, in this ase to nd a maximum independent set in a tree.
The fundamental idea used for all of the results in this paper is the timehonored on ept of using a little additional storage in order to drasti ally
redu e the omputation time. Where previous algorithms would have used n
variables, one per node in the network, we use 2n 2 variables, two per edge
in the network. Our algorithms have the added bene t of greatly simpli ed
proofs of orre tness. Se tion 5 ontains a brief dis ussion of the fundamental
di eren e between our self-stabilizing algorithmi approa h and that of the
previously published tree algorithms.
1

Also to appear as [11℄.
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The Self-Stabilizing Paradigm

A distributed system is modeled as undire ted graph
is a set of

n

nodes and

E

is a set of

m

edges. If i is a node, then

open neighborhood, denotes the set of nodes to whi h

node

j
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( ) is alled a neighbor of node i. The set

[℄=

N i

indu ed by the nodes in V

V

( ), its

N i

is adja ent. Every

i

N i

the losed neighborhood of i. The indu ed subgraph G
G

= (V; E ), where

G

i

( ) [ fig is

N i

is the subgraph of

f g.
i

In a self-stabilizing algorithm, ea h node an hange the value of its lo al
variables based only on the value of the lo al variables in its losed neighborhood. The ontents of a node's lo al variables onstitute its lo al state.
The system's global state is the union of all lo al states. No assumptions an
be made about the initial global state; that is, the initial value of every lo al
variable is arbitary. A node i hanges its lo al state by making a move, i.e.,
hanging the value of one or more of its lo al variables.
Self-stabilizing algorithms are often given as a set of rules of the form
\if p(i)

( )," where p(i) is a predi ate and

then m i

( ) is a move. The

m i

predi ate p(i) is de ned in terms of the lo al state of i and the lo al states
of its neighbors

j

2

( ). Every node in the system

N i

G

runs the same set

of rules. A node i is privileged if at least one of its rule-predi ates is true.
When a node is privileged, it may exe ute one of its privileged moves. No
assumptions an be made about whi h privileged move is made when more
than one exists. We say the system has stabilized if no nodes are privileged.
4

Analysis of a self-stabilizing algorithm is slightly di erent than that of
a sequential algorithm. For self-stabilizing algorithms it is not the overall
time- omplexity that is of on ern, but rather the number of moves made by
the algorithm. That is, the time required to perform he ks for predi ates or
to make updates to lo al variable values does not matter. The self-stabilizing
algorithm is evaluated based only on the number of rules that are red, or
equivalently the number of moves made.
As is ommon for self-stabilizing algorithms, we will assume that ea h
node has a unique identi er. We will dis uss in the on lusion how our
algorithms an be modi ed to not require unique identi ers.
Many self-stabilizing algorithms work orre tly only in the presen e of
a entral daemon that serializes the moves made by privileged nodes [7℄.
Our algorithms do not rely on this restri tion. We only assume read-write
atomi ity. Thus, two or more nodes an make simultaneous moves, as long
as no node is a essing a value that is being written by another node.

3

A Generi

Leader Ele tion Algorithm

An important problem in distributed omputing is that of ele ting the leader
in a graph. When the graph is a tree this is equivalent to designating the
root of a tree. We will assume throughout the remainder of this paper that
the graph

G

is a tree. In this se tion we des ribe a generi self-stabilizing

leader ele tion algorithm for trees.
5

The generi algorithm an be instantiated with any rooting property that
is based on a distan e-from-the-leaves property of the nodes in the tree, as
long as a tree an have only one \winner" (or two \winners", if the two an
ea h dete t the presen e of a se ond) with the best distan e-from-the-leaves.
The following is a partial list of su h properties.



Maximum distan e to a leaf. The enter of a tree is a node whose maximum distan e to a leaf is minimum. A tree has either a unique enter
or two adja ent enters[9℄.



Sum of distan es to all other nodes. The median of a tree is a node for
whi h the sum of the distan es from it to all other nodes is minimum.
A tree has either a unique median or two adja ent medians[9℄.



Size of largest dis onne ted omponent after removal. An n2 -separator
of a tree is a node whose removal results in two or more dis onne ted
omponents, ea h of whi h has no more than n nodes in it. A tree has
2

either a unique n2 -separator or two adja ent n2 -separators[9℄.
The generi leader ele tion algorithm an be viewed as onsisting of two
separate phases. In the rst phase ea h node i determines, for ea h j 2 N (i),
the parti ular distan e property for the node i in the omponent of

G

j

that ontains i. In the se ond phase ea h node determines if it is the one
node (or if it and a neighbor of its are the two nodes) in the tree with the
desired property. The \output" of the algorithm is that exa tly one node
6

will have designated itself as the leader, and all other nodes will know whi h
neighbor of theirs is loser to the leader than they are.
In the following two subse tions we des ribe the two phases of a selfstabilizing algorithm that nds an n -separator of a tree. Note that for a tree,
2

a n2 -separator is also a median. Thus, as presented the algorithm solves the
median- nding problem. In the third subse tion we dis uss how to modify
the rules presented here for a generi self-stabilizing rooting tree algorithm
and how to instantiate a enter- nding tree algorithm.
3.1

Phase one { determining distan es from leaves

For this presentation, the distan e-from-the-leaves property is the size of the
largest subtree. To that end, ea h node i maintains an array sizei of integer

variables. The array ontains one value sizei (j ) for ea h j 2 N (i). On e the
system stabilizes, sizei (j ) will ontain the number of nodes in the onne ted
omponent of G

j

ontaining i. Note that only the lo al variable sizei (j )

in node i will be a essed by node j

2

( ), and thus, as is assumed in the

N i

self-stabilizing paradigm, no node needs to have knowledge of the existen e
of nodes that are a distan e of two or more from it.
The algorithm des ribed by the rule R1 below runs on ea h node of the
network. We will later show that on e the network has stabilized, ea h node
i

an determine the number of nodes in the entire network by omputing
i (j ) + sizej (i) for any neighbor

size

j

2

by substituting itself in pla e of i.
7

( ). Ea h node interprets the rule

N i

R1:

P

if (9j 2 N (i) su h that sizei (j ) 6= 1 + k2N (i) fj g sizek (i))
then sizei (j ) 1 + k2N (i) fj g sizek (i))

P

Note that if i is a leaf, then sizei (j ) will be set to 1 by R1.
The proof of orre tness of this algorithm uses several straight-forward
indu tive arguments to show that the number of times that the value of
i (j ) hanges is no more than the number of nodes in the omponent of

size
G

j

that ontains i. Due to spa e limitations, the four lemmas leading to

the following theorem and their proofs of orre tness are omitted here. The
interested reader is refered to [5℄ for these and other proofs omitted from this
paper.
Theorem 3.1 For any given tree network, the distributed algorithm R1 stabilizes in no more than n(n 1) moves with sizei (j ) equal to the number of
nodes in the omponent of G j that ontains i for every pair of adja ent
nodes i and j .
Lemma 3.2

3.2

The bound of n(n

1) moves for R1 is tight.

Phase two { rooting the tree

The algorithm for rooting the tree is based on ea h node having determined
its position relative to a n -separator in G. To a omplish this, rule R1
2

(de ned in the previous subse tion) is used so that \ rst" every node will
know the size of the entire tree. A node i will make the \subsequent" moves
of determining its position relative to an n -separator of the tree only when,
2

from its lo al perspe tive, it believes it knows the orre t size of the tree.
The following predi ate is evaluated for this purpose:
8

i = (8j

sizeC orre t

2

P

i (j ) = 1 + k2N (i) fj g sizek (i))

()

N i ; size

Note that when sizeC orre ti is true rule R1 annot be applied at node i.
The following result shows how a node i an determine the number of nodes
in the graph on e sizeC orre ti evaluates to true.
Lemma 3.3

k (i) = n

size

If sizeC orre ti is true then sizei (j ) + sizej (i) =
for all pairs of nodes j; k 2 N (i).

i (k ) +

size

Thus when node i stabilizes lo ally it an al ulate the number of nodes it
assumes that the graph ontains as ni = sizei (j ) + sizej (i) for any j 2 N (i).
Note that Lemma 3.3 impli itly proves that when R1 has globally stabilized
i =

for ea h node i. In this ase it is straightforward for node i to
determine if it is an n -separator and if not to determine its position relative
n

n

2

to the separator by lo ating its neighbor j with the largest sizej (i) value.
In addition to the array sizei of integer variables, ea h node also maintains
a parent pointer pi . When the algorithm terminates, the value of pr for the
root node

r

will be r, while the value of pi for ea h node i 6=

r

will be the

neighbor of i that is losest to r.
The algorithm is given by rule R1 together with rules R2{R5 below. The
R2{R5 predi ates all require that

sizeC orre t

i be true; thus they an be

applied only if R1 annot be applied. The purpose of these rules are as
follows. R2 is used to identify the n -separator if a unique one exists, and to
2

make the unique separator be the root. R3 is used by nodes that are not
n -separators to set their pointer to their losest-to-the-separator neighbor.
2

R4 and R5 are used in the ase where there are two n2 -separators. R4 sele ts
9

as the root the n2 -separator with higher unique ID, while R5 sets the pointer
of the n -separator with lower unique ID to point to its n -separator neighbor.
2

2

The value sizei (j ) + sizej (i) for an arbitrary j 2 N (i) is used for ni .
R2:

(sizeCorre ti )
and (8j 2 N (i) sizej (i) < ni =2)
and (pi 6= i)
then (pi i)

R3:

(sizeCorre ti )
and (9j 2 N (i) su h that sizej (i) > ni =2)
and (pi 6= j )
then (pi j )

R4:

(sizeCorre ti )
and (9j 2 N (i) su h that sizej (i) = ni =2)
and (IDi > IDj )
and (pi 6= i)
then (pi i)

R5:

(sizeCorre ti )
and (9j 2 N (i) su h that sizej (i) = ni =2)
and (IDi < IDj )
and (pi 6= j )
then (pi j )

if

if

if

if

Again, the reader is refered to [5℄ for statement of the lemmas and proofs
that lead to the following result.
For any given tree network, the distributed algorithm R1{R5
stabilizes in no more than 2n2 n moves with the values of pi for all nodes
n -separator as the root.
i de ning a rooted tree with an
2
Theorem 3.4
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3.3

Other

riteria for leaders

In this subse tion we outline a generi version of our rooting algorithm and
then brie y dis uss how the n -separator algorithm an be modi ed to nd
2

the enter of a tree.
In the generi version of the rooting algorithm we maintain, at ea h node
i

, an array

j

2

i rather than the array

dist

size

i . The value

dist

i (j ) for ea h

( ) will ontain the value of the distan e-from-the-leaves property in

N i

the onne ted omponent of G
Let the fun tion

df l

j

ontaining i, on e the system has stabilized.

([k2N (i) fj g distk (i)) be one that al ulates the value of

the distan e-from-the-leaves property for a node

i

based on the value of

the distan e-from-the-leaves property of all \ hildren" neighbors (i.e., all
neighbors k 6= j ). Then rule R1 an be re-written as follows.
R1:

if (9j 2 N (i) su h that disti (j ) 6= dfl([k2N (i) fj g distk (i))
then disti (j ) dfl([k2N (i) fj g distk (i))

It is easy to see that the n2 -separator algorithm given in Subse tion 3.1
is this generi algorithm instantiated with

Pk2N i

( )

df l

([k2N (i) fj g distk (i)) = 1 +

fj g distk (i). Furthermore, the algorithm given in [6℄ for nding the

median of a tree makes this same al ulation. The di eren e is that the
algorithm in [6℄ al ulates only one df l value for the urrently assumed parent
of node i, rather than al ulating a df l value for every possible parent. Sin e
our algorithm stabilizes with ea h node having full knowledge of whi h node
is its parent, our algorithm learly al ulates also the median of a tree. It is
worth highlighting the di eren e between the two median- nding algorithms:
11

our algorithm maintains more values than does the algorithm in [6℄, but does
so in only

( ) moves as ompared to the

2
O n

(

3
O n

+ n2  h ) moves required

by the algorithm in [6℄.
In a similar fashion we an utilize the riteria in [6℄ that nds the enter
of a tree inorder to instantiate an

( ) self-stabilizing algorithm. Here

2
O n

the parameter fun tion df l([k2N (i) fj g distk (i)) = 1+maxk2N (i) fj g fdistk (i)g
for both leaves and internal nodes2 results in our rule R1 giving a similar
enter nding algorithm to that given in [6℄. The di eren e is again that
our algorithm al ulates a df l for every possible parent, but does so in fewer
moves in the worst ase.
The rooting algorithms in [6℄ ontain only their version of rule R1. They
prove that then the node (or two nodes) that is (are) the leader(s), either
median or enter, an determine its (their) leader-status by omparing its
distan e-from-the-leaves property with that of all of its (their) neighbors. We
have gone further in Subse tion 3.2 by expli itly a omplishing this determination of who the leader is as well as setting pointers for the orresponding
rooted tree with rules R2 through R5. These rules an be generalized in
the same way that we have generalized rule R1 above by de ning generi
parameter fun tions for determining whether or not a node is the leader and
substituting those generi parameter fun tions in for the se ond ondition
of ea h of rules R2 through R5. In the interest of spa e, we omit these
generalizations here.
2

k2N (i) fjg distk (i) evaluates to zero when N (i) = fj g.

This assumes the fun tion max

12

4

A Generi

Bottom-Up Algorithm

Many graph problems an be solved eÆ iently on trees in a bottom-up fashion. The main idea is to rst root the tree at some node r, and then to
propagate omputation from the leaf nodes towards r as follows. Let

()

hild i

be the set of node i's hildren in the rooted tree. We assume that a fun tion
( ) has been omputed for ea h j 2

f j

for some fun tion g . If

i

( ). Then f (i) = g ([j 2 hild(i)f (j ))

hild i

is a leaf then g () =

where

is an appropriate

onstant. If g an be omputed in O(1) time then the sequential time of this
algorithm is O(n). The solution is given by the union of all f values.
There exists several examples of self-stabilizing algorithms for solving
su h problems. The broad lass of algorithms in [8℄ solve these problems in
( + n2 h ) moves, where h is the maximum initialized value of a variable.

3
O n

In [4℄ a self-stabilizing algorithm is given for nding a maximum mat hing
in a tree. Their algorithm requires O(n2  h(n)) moves, where h(n) moves are
needed to root the tree. Thus, ombined with our rooting algorithm their
algorithm uses

( ) moves. In this se tion we will show how all of these

4
O n

problems an be solved by a self-stabilizing algorithm in only O(n2 ) time.
The main idea behind our algorithm is to simultaneously solve the problem with ea h possible node as the root, storing the results for ea h node
i

in an array fi . As with the

i array, the value of fi (j ) for

size

ontains the desired result for node i, assuming

j

j

2

is the parent of

i

()

N i

in a

rooted tree. Independently and simultaneously we run both the bottom-up
13

algorithm to al ulate the fi values and also an instantiated generi rooting
algorithm. Combined, the two algorithms will stabilize in O(n2 ) time. When
the ombined algorithm stabilizes ea h node knows its relative position to
the root and an use its f values together with the f values of its neighbors
to determine whi h of its f values is its solution.
We are now ready to begin des ribing the new algorithm. Assume that G
is rooted and that j is the parent of node i. We rst observe that the value
of f (i) is independent of whi h node is the root of G as long as it is situated
in the omponent of G
Initially

G

i

that ontains j .

is not rooted, but we know that for any edge (i; j ) we must

either have pi = j or pj = i. Thus if for ea h edge (i; j ) we al ulate both f (i)
under the assumption that pi =

j

and similarly f (j ) assuming that pj =

we will, on e the tree is rooted, have all the

f

i

values needed to ompute a

global solution. Note that for the root we must set f (i) = g ([k2N (i) fk (i)).
We de ne for ea h edge (i; j )
with node i and

j

2

E

variables fi (j ) and fj (i) asso iated

respe tively. We also de ne a variable solutioni for ea h

node whi h ontains node i's nal f value. Our algorithm onsists of rules
R1 through R5 of the n -separator algorithm ombined with the following
2

three rules.
R6:

if (9j 2 N (i) su h that fi(j ) 6= g([k2N (i) fj g fk (i))
then fi (j ) g([k2N (i) fj g fk (i))

R7:

(pi = i)
and solutioni 6= g([j 2N (i) fj (i))
then (solutioni g([j 2N (i) fj (i))

if

14

(pi 6= i)
and (solutioni 6= fi (pi ))
then (solutioni fi (pi ))

R8:

if

Note that in rule R6 we assume that a node an dete t if it is a leaf and in
this ase we de ne g () = for some appropriate onstant .
Theorem 4.1

Proof.

Algorithm R1 { R8 stabilizes after

( ) moves.

2
O n

Note rst that R6 is a generalization of R1 with the

df l

fun tion

repla ed by g . Thus, the number of times an R6 move is made is the same
as R1. Rules R7 and R8 may re on e initially and then at most on e after
ea h hange in pi or some neighboring

f

value. From the above dis ussion

and Theorem 3.4 it follows that the total number of rule R7 and R8 moves
is O(n2 ).
On e the distributed algorithm R1 { R8 has stabilized on a
tree network, the values of solutioni solve the asso iated graph problem.

Theorem 4.2

Proof.

The orre tnes of the algorithm follows from the fa t that R6 behaves

in the same way as R1. Thus after R1 through R6 have stabilized only one
of rules R7 and R8 may re on e for ea h node to set solutioni to its orre t
value.
As an example of how this algorithm an be used to solve a parti ular
problem, we onsider the problem of nding a maximum independent set in
a tree. A sequential algorithm to solve this was given in [14℄. The algorithm e e tively roots the tree at its enter and then pro esses the nodes
15

starting from the leaves, working towards the root. Ea h node is in luded
in the independent set if none of its hildren are in the set. To onvert this
to a self-stabilizing algorithm, we simply onsider fi to be the appropriate
boolean value, de ning the algorithm with the fun tion set g () = true and
g

([j 2set(i) fj (i)) = ^j 2set(i) (:fj (i)) where set(i) =

and

() =

set i

( ) for non-root nodes

hild i

( ) for the root. The orre tness of this algorithm follows

N i

dire tly from the orre tness of the sequential algorithm.

5

Con luding Remarks

The main idea behind our more eÆ ient algorithms is to have rules for whi h
updates propagate along dire ted a y li paths in an undire ted tree. In this
way one avoids y les in the updates and thus obtains fast onvergen e.
All of the previously-published self-stabilizing tree algorithms mentioned
in Se tion 1 have the hara teristi that they lo ally ompute a required
value at ea h node based on a urrent view of whi h neighbor is the node's
parent. Ea h time the parent hanges, as it does frequently up until stabilization of the rooting algorithm, the value is re omputed. It is at this
point that information may in fa t be lost. If later the lo al view of the
parent is swit hed ba k, then the required value must be re omputed even
if nothing has hanged other than the view of who the parent is. The algorithms presented in this paper avoid this unne essary re- omputation of
values by lo ally maintaining values for ea h possible parent (e.g.,
16

size

i (j )

for all j 2 N (i)). Ea h value is omputed in exa tly the same way that it is
omputed in a sequential algorithm to solve the same problem in a dire ted
a y li fashion. In the self-stabilizing paradigm, however, we ompute values
based on all possible rooted tree views. On e the a tual root is known, ea h
node an easily sele t its orre t required value (e.g., sele t the

j

for whi h

j (i) is maximum).

size

The use of an array of lo al variables for ea h node ould ause a problem in the self-stabilizing paradigm be ause a ess to the entire array by a
neighbor might onstitute the neighbor having to know of the existen e of
nodes that are not its neighbors (i.e., nodes that are a distan e two away
from it). This is not a problem for our algorithms sin e using our algorithms
ea h neighbor a esses exa tly one of the values in the array (e.g., neighbor
j

will a ess sizei (j ), but will not a ess any other values in the sizei array).
Our algorithms assumed the existen e of a stati unique identi er i for

ea h node. Note, however, that in the ase where it is not ne essary to
distinguish between two possible adja ent roots, our algorithms an easily
be adapted to work without unique identi ers, as was done in [6℄. In this
ase, we would simply hange the predi ate for rule R3 in the generi rooting
algorithm to he k for all possible roots (e.g.,

j (i)

size



i 2), rather than

n =

a unique root. Rules R4 and R5 would not be needed then.
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